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: The Editor's Corner Continued

THE

EDITOR'S

THE
EDITOR'S CORNER
continued from page 4
But it will not be worth much "at
giving foreign readers an insight into
the intellectual life of the United
States today." Not today. Mr. West
has the nail driven in there. Yet this
may well be impossible to ask of any
one magazine. Is there one in existence that does the job-in the round?
It's not likely: "intellectual life" is
too various; magazines-soon or late
-too segmented. They exist by filling
a position: their strength and their
character depend on it (the" all-sided
review is soon spread so far and so
politely that it becomes a repository
rather than a living magazine). But
obviously their weakness stems from
it too. A good magazine is necessarily
partial-in both senses of the word.
The only way to get a good picture of the "intellectual life" (whatever that may be) in the U.S. today is
to read twenty or twenty-five or whatever number you like of the literary
and arts reviews-big ones and little
ones, bad ones and good ones.
This suggests a way for the Ford
Foundation-or anyone else-to do
the other part of the job, the part
that Perspectives can't do.
First, choose a vague, inclusive
title like Contemporary Literature,
U.S.A.; plan it as a monthly; plan to
translate it into the same languages
that Perspectives appears in, and to
distribute it abroad at the same low
price; hire a Managing Editor for it;
and work up a cover.
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Second, make a list (to be revised
each year) of twelve· interesting U.S.
literary reviews, the list to have crosssection characteristics, to include
both big and small "little" magazines.
Then each month publish the entire
contents (without additions) of a recent issue of one of the magazines on
the lisL Use simple rotation. During
the year each of the twelve magazines
would go inside that cover, e.g.:
~ONTEMPORARY LITERATURE,

U.S.A.
The New Mexico Quarterly
In this way, there is a guarantee
that most of the literature would be
truly contemporary. Further, the
view presented to the foreign reader
would be many-d.imensioned, and
therefore, in the end, profoundly accurate. A ranging view would be
given of what is, rather 'than what
has been judiciously sorted for exhibition. Instead of giving the foreign
reader a stereoscopic view-by-anthology, it would present him with the
U.S. literary magazine as a functioning unit, a reality in itself-as well as
a place where contemporary writings
are published. Unevenness of quality
ought to be more than offset by the
good faith of the project, and by its
realness.
For obvious reasons the unit cost
of such a magazine would be relatively moderate.
Picking these violets is absolutely
urged.
IV.

tMc 0 NT RIB U TOR S. FREDERICK BLACK, whose first publication
this is, has exhibited paintings and
graphic art, is enrolled in the graduate creative writing program at the
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University of New Mexico. where he
ERNST KRENEK in his role as writer
is working on a novel to partially has produced Ueber Neue Musik
satisfy both the requirements and
(1937), Music Here and Now (1939),
himself.
Studies in Counterpoint (1940). GusCm CoRMAN is editor of Origin. tav Mahler (1941). and SelbstdarstelSome of his translations with Edgar lung (1948). as well as hundreds of
Lohner of the poetry of Gottfried articles in many languages for magaBenn appeared in Summer 1952. zines and newspapers. Mr. Krenek is
NMQ.
living in Los Angeles.
BENJAMIN DEMon has had stoKENNETH LAsH is Editor of New
ries in Partisan Review, W~stern Mexico Quarterly.
Review, New Directions Thirteen.
GILBERT NEIMAN (There Is a TyHe teaches English at Amherst.
rant in Every Country, Harcourt,
ROLAND DICKEY is an assistant ediBrace and Co., 1947: "To Write Poettor of the University of New Mexico
ry Nowadays You Have to Have One
Press. author of New Mexico Village
Foot in the Grave," Poetry, April.
Arts (U.N.M. Press, 1949).
1949: et al.) is living in Albuquer.
ACHILLES FANG contributed an inque.
finishing a third novel.
troductory note on the Stone Classics
MYRON OCHSHORN'S re,'iew of the
to Pound's Confucius. Mr. Fang's
Grove
Press edition of ~The Golden
translation of Lu Ki's Wen-fu (see
Autumn 1952. NMQ), has itself been Bowl appeared in Autumn 1952,
translated recently into Italian and (NMQ.
NEIL WEISS has published poetry
German.
in
Accent, Quarterly Review of LitJOHN BARKLEY HART teaches "in
the New Orleans area." This is his erature, Poetry, et al. He has recent·
ly prepared a first volume of verse.
first publication.
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